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PLAYING THE FIELD

An overview of the book of Ruth and questions about finding friends and spouses
 

Introduction:  A story like the one found in Ruth doesn’t come up in biblical literature very often. So when a
relationship journey is found in Scripture, that’s the time to stop, talk about the relationship, and see what it
says.  To get a good understanding, I encourage us all to slowly read through chapters 1-4 of Ruth.  As we
do, we’ll see an illustration of how one person found a friend and later her spouse.  Here’s a summary
observation:  Our friends, our mates are most often found in the “field” where we live, work, and worship,
but we have to be observant and show initiative in order to develop these relationships.  We can’t be dozy or
clueless about our relationships, or we’ll miss the most likely and special friends already near us.

 
So with our summary observation in mind and with the book of Ruth as an example, here’s a summary of the
book of Ruth. It’s a masterful and very intriguing story.  
 

Review of Chapter One
It’s Naomi’s journey into Moab with a husband and 2 sons, and the chapter concludes with her returning
home along with Ruth, her daughter–in-law, and both are widowed.
 

Review of Chapter 2
Once Ruth and Naomi arrive in Israel, they have to provide for themselves.  They are destitute, with no
means of income.  In order to look after the needs of Naomi and herself, Ruth takes advantage of one of the
laws found in Leviticus 19:9-10. This was a gracious way Israel provided for the poor. This provision placed
Ruth in a field, but by “coincidence,” she ends up in the field owned by a very special man.  He was also a
relative of Naomi.
 

1. Observation #1: For the Christ follower nothing just happens, even if we’re not walking perfectly
with God—1:22b; 2:3; 2:4.  Divine coincidences *wink, wink* are very common!  When we walk
up the dusty roads of our lives towards an uncertain future, if we have made a commitment to
follow after Jesus, we just keep walking. Why? God will ultimately direct us to the right field/the
right person/the right circumstance.

2. Observation # 2: Anger and bitterness may keep us from enjoying or participating in the provision
that God has in mind for us on the other side of a very stretching moment in our life—Heb. 12:10-
11,15. Naomi became VERY BITTER. Solution? She had a Ruth in her life. So do we, if we look
for her/for him and not get bitter, but better!

3. Observation #3: We make a big error when we judge everything on the basis of how it turns out for
us immediately. “Why ME? Why did God allow this to happen to ME?” IT’S NOT JUST
ABOUT US!  It’s about OUR GOD and His PURPOSES!

4. Observation #4: We often make our judgments before God has finished His work—        1 Cor. 4:5.
 The Scripture says, “...judge nothing before the appointed time.”             Wait to see what God
will do!

5. Observation #5: We will reap love and direction through servanthood—2:1-23. Or, God directs
a moving servant! It’s the servant who finds the field, the direction, and the love; the person
and/or calling God has in mind for them. (Singleness is a calling for some, and in that case, the
“field” could literally be a mission!)

Review from Ruth 3
There is a very special meeting that Ruth has with Boaz.  Middle Eastern sparks fly, and reading through
the lines, Boaz and Ruth are impressed with each other.  She returns to tell her mother-in-law, and
Naomi informs her that this was a very strategic meeting and man. A plan is devised.  Read about it in
Ruth 3.  At the threshing floor, Ruth has an opportunity to ask Boaz to fulfill his responsibility as a
kinsman-redeemer to her family...to be her husband.  This title (kinsman-redeemer) essentially means
that every male should be monitoring what is happening in his family, and if there is a need in his



Ruth 3.  At the threshing floor, Ruth has an opportunity to ask Boaz to fulfill his responsibility as a
kinsman-redeemer to her family...to be her husband.  This title (kinsman-redeemer) essentially means
that every male should be monitoring what is happening in his family, and if there is a need in his
extended family, he is to do something about it. (See Deuteronomy 25:5ff.) But there is a problem.
 There is a kinsman-redeemer closer than Boaz.  What to do?  This is a very tense moment!

 
6. Observation #6: The crucible forges character—Ruth 1:1-22. Character (noble character) has

been developed in Ruth. Ruth 3:10-11—“...fellow townsmen know that you are a woman of
noble character.”  (See James 1:2-4.)

 
7. Observation #7: Character prepares us for victory in temptation. 3:13—“Stay here for the

night…14] So she lay at his feet until morning…” This seems to have been, at a minimum, a
time of temptation.  So how well did they do? How did they act that night when the “shade
was down”? What happened?  We will return to the story in a moment!

 
8. Observation #8: Our legacy is being decided now, not just at the end of our life—4:13-22.

Review and Highlights from Ruth 4:1-22
 
As we end chapter 3 and begin chapter 4 of Ruth, we see that Ruth and Boaz handle themselves in a
very appropriate manner, but again, we really don’t know what’s going to happen to Ruth. Boaz has
informed Ruth there is a person who is a closer kinsman-redeemer than he is.  Therefore, he can only
be the redeemer and marry Ruth if the other kinsman decides not to.  When Ruth reports to Naomi what
happens, she gives her hope:  “Wait, my daughter, until you find out what happens. For the man (Boaz)
will not rest until the matter is settled today”—3:18.  

• Boaz goes to Bethlehem to see if he can settle the matter and he succeeds.  Through some tense
moments of negotiations at the city gate involving the elders, and the unique handling of a
sandal, the other kinsman- redeemer chooses not to buy the land from Naomi.  Long story
short, the man is interested in the land, but not Ruth; so he opts out of both.    

• As a result, Boaz takes the opportunity to buy all the property from her family.  This will
keep her husband’s name with the property.  Boaz also takes Ruth to be his wife—Ruth
4:9-10.

• The elders and the whole town rejoice—vv. 11-12.  
• Soon a child is born and that child is in the lineage of King David…the family of Jesus.

 What an extraordinary outcome for Ruth and Naomi—vv. 13-22.
 

Observations from Ruth 4
(Let’s restate our opening observation)

 
9. Observation #9:  Our friends, our spouses are most often found in the “field” we live, work and

worship in, but we have to be observant and show initiative in order to develop these
relationships.
a. Questions about finding friends and spouses:  Why don’t many of us, who are Christ followers,

find friends and spouses easily?  Is it possible:
1) We’re looking in the wrong field?  The tendency is to look to fields other than those closest

to us, because the grass seems greener on the other side of the fence.  But more often than not,
those already closest to us are the ones we should notice, serve and build friendships with.

 2) We’re not in a serving place, where God can bring our possible friends/spouse!  In most cases,
if God has a friend or a mate for us, He’ll bring someone into our field where we’re serving.
Remember, God directs a moving servant. Stated another way, we reap love and direction through
servanthood.

3) We have an idealized criteria/list that few, if any, can live up to.  In other words, the person
who fully qualifies or meets our criteria doesn’t exist.  

4) Or just the opposite is also true; our “list” is so deficient and focused on exterior qualities
that character, faith, the Bible and service are only minor considerations. (See 2 Cor. 6:13-
18.) Too often, what’s most important isn’t!

 
b. So if we let the book of Ruth tutor us and we begin a lifestyle of service, what do we look for?

The serving context may not be the only place where friends/ spouses can be found, but it’s
one of the best. Look for these characteristics:



b. So if we let the book of Ruth tutor us and we begin a lifestyle of service, what do we look for?
The serving context may not be the only place where friends/ spouses can be found, but it’s
one of the best. Look for these characteristics:

1) Notice who is genuinely, consistently serving others around us, e.g., like a Ruth or a Boaz.
Is their service noteworthy—2:6-7? On the other hand, are      we servants?  Let’s rate
our service. Is it selfish, compassionate, or consistent?

2) Observe how others are treating their family members, e.g., notice how Ruth treats
Naomi—2:2,11.  How are we treating our family members?  That’s a good window as
to how others will treat us, or how we will treat others.

3) Watch how others greet you and those around you greet each other.  For example,
watch Boaz and his workers—2:4.  Are they/are you greeted with excitement, respect
and love?  Are there sincere handshakes, back pats, hugs, smiles, eye contact, and lots
of laughter?

4) Look at how those around you are treating others.  Who is showing kindness—2:7-10?
 Who is doing more than is expected?  Who is showing initiative in kindness, service
and care—2:13-18?  How are we treating others? Are we doing more than is
expected?

5) Do praise and the acknowledgment of God’s grace and provision come up often in their
conversation—2:12?  Is our conversation praise/grace-filled? Is praise and
thanksgiving a natural expression of OUR heart?

6) Who have they been spending time with and following after? Have they been more
interested in pleasing God, or themselves and their friends—3:10?  Also, who are we
most interested in pleasing?

7) Listen for a description of their reputation and character from others.  Is it exceptional
—3:11?  How about our reputation and character?

8) Have they been tested and their character grown? 3:11b.  Watch how they handle a test.
Is there anger, demeaning words, or are they resorting to other substances
(drugs/alcohol, entertainment) to get some relief, etc.?  Likewise, how about our
character growth and testing?

9) If they are less than perfect, are they a growing and committed follower of God?  How
about our spiritual lives:  Growing? Stuck? Diminishing? Stale?

10) Do others have confidence that we will follow through on a promise? 3:18.
Do people say this about us?

 
Then, when it comes to relationships that may end in marriage:

11) How about the romance?  At some point in the relationship, romance and loving
action must also be present as it was with Ruth and Boaz, e.g., hot roasted grain for a
special dinner, kindness, best clothes, perfume, special moments together, gifts (a
shawl full of grain), etc.  Eventually there will be a “WOW,” too as it was when
Adam saw Eve for the first time: Wooooo-man.

 
10. Observation #10:  God takes our failing, stumbling lives and transforms them into  beauty and

provision if we cooperate with Him and repent.  He will use us in extraordinary ways as we
follow after Him—Ruth 4:11-22.  The people used as examples in the family line of Ruth and
Boaz were anything but perfect.  Look at these names:  Rachel, Leah, Tamar and Judah.
 Check out their very “interesting” stories in Gen. 29:1-30:24 and 38:1-30.

 
11. Observation #11:  The book of Ruth tells us one godly, committed, loving, serving woman can

be more valuable to her family, the church, the city, and the world, than (at least) seven men.
 Ouch!  4:15b—“For our daughter-in-law, who loves you and who is better to you than seven
sons, has given him birth.”

 
Twin principles and observations...  

12. Observation #12:  When we extend kindness to the needy (disadvantaged, hurt, discouraged)
we reflect the love and grace of our Redeemer and become redeemers in His stead—4:13-15a;
1 John 3:16.

 
13. Observation #13:  Christ is our Kinsman-Redeemer, and He fulfills all a kinsman was required

to do.
 



 
13. Observation #13:  Christ is our Kinsman-Redeemer, and He fulfills all a kinsman was required

to do.
 

Conclusion/Application
 

1. Looking back at this lesson, what has it said to you about the relationships you have now or in the
past?

 
2. How could the observations about relationships help those you know?

 
3. From the observations from our study of Ruth, why do you think believers sometimes don’t find

friends/spouses easily?  
 

4. What’s your biggest take away (lesson) from our study of the book of Ruth?  
 

5. What does it say to you that Ruth was included in David’s family (the Lord’s family)?
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